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Monitor Koorui GP01
Discover  a  new dimension  of  the  gaming world  with  the  Koouri  GP01 23.8''  gaming monitor!  QHD 2560x1440 resolution,  16.7  million
colors, 165 Hz refresh rate and wide viewing angle will give you an amazing experience that will make you feel like you're in the heart of
the action! The monitor supports a variety of useful features, such as Timer and Eye Protection, and offers the ability to be placed in any
position, so you can customize it to your needs.
 
Exceptional image quality
The Koorui GP01 monitor offers amazing image quality thanks to its Nano IPS panel. This choice of technology makes colors more vivid
and details sharper. The QHD (2560x1440) resolution provides a larger working space and allows you to see even the smallest details
perfectly. With a 178° viewing angle, you can be sure that the image will be clear regardless of your viewing perspective.
 
Experience deep immersion
With  a  refresh  rate  of  165  Hz  and  a  GTG response  time of  1ms,  the  GP01 monitor  is  an  ideal  choice  for  gamers.  Higher  refresh  rate
makes  images  smooth,  which  is  essential  for  dynamic  games!  Ultra-short  response  time eliminates  ghosting,  so  nothing  will  interfere
with even the most fast-paced action in a game or movie. Additional features such as G-sync, Free-sync and OD Accelerate will give you
an unforgettable experience without any lag.
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Incredible color richness
The GP01 monitor offers a true richness of color that is sure to delight you. With 16.7 million colors and a depth of 8 bits and 100% sRGB
color space, it is an ideal choice not only for gamers, but also for professionals working in fields such as graphics. It's a true color feast!
 
Multifunctional and versatile
The GP01 monitor  is  equipped with  a  number  of  features  that  will  satisfy  a  variety  of  user  needs.  Features  such as  HDR,  Timer,  FPS,
Theater  Mode,  Collimator  Mode  and  Eye  Protection  Mode  will  make  the  use  of  the  monitor  a  unique  experience  tailored  to  individual
needs.  In  addition,  with  2  x  HDMI  2.0,  DP  1.4  and  Audio  interfaces,  the  monitor  becomes  a  versatile  center  suitable  for  both
entertainment and work.
 
Thoughtful design
The aesthetically pleasing design of the Koorui GP01 monitor, with a 23.8-inch screen with a 16:9 aspect ratio, will fit perfectly into any
interior.  But  it's  not  just  the  exterior  that  makes  it  special.  The  monitor  offers  VESA  100  x  100  mounting,  and  you  can  put  it  in  any
position you want, changing the angle of tilt or placing it vertically. Use it as you are comfortable - the choice is yours!
 
	Manufacturer	
	Koorui
	Model	
	GP01
	Dimensions	
	23,8''
	Refresh rate	
	165 Hz
	Response time	
	GTG 1ms
	CD/M2	
	350
	Color range	
	16.7 million
	Supported features	
	HDR, Timer, FPS, Theater Mode, Collimator Mode, Eye Protection Mode, RTS, G-sync, Free-sync, OD Accelerate, Joystick
	Panel	
	Nano IPS
	Resolution	
	QHD 2560x1440 2K
	Contrast	
	1000:1
	Viewing angle	
	178°
	Screen aspect ratio	
	16:9
	Color depth	
	8 bits
	Color space	
	sRGB 100%
	Interface	
	2 x HDMI 2.0, DP 1.4, Audio, DC
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	Energy class
	F

Price:

€ 279.00

IT Accessories, Displays
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